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Planning and Leading Effective Meetings 

 
Meetings are a primary mechanism for getting work done in a university setting, but 
frequently there is not enough attention paid to making sure they are productive.  Even 
small meetings with a handful of staff members can be costly: mentally calculate the hourly 
wages of those gathered around the table, add them up, and multiply them by the length of 
the meeting.  It adds up fast!  Now think about what isn’t getting done while people are in 
those meetings.  Looking at it this way, the importance of making meetings as effective and 
productive as possible is obvious. 
 
How many times have you sat through a meeting where the discussion wanders, the 
participants are disinterested (or don’t even show up!), emotions rule, or there is no 
evidence of progress?  These are all signs of an unproductive meeting.  What can help 
improve meeting effectiveness?  A simple, three-stage process will make all the difference: 

1. Thorough preparation before the meeting 
2.  Laser-like focus during the meeting 
3. Clear, persistent follow-up after the meeting 

 
Preparation 
First, make sure there is a good reason to meet face-to-face.  Could the aim of the meeting 
be accomplished as well or better via email?  For example, simply disseminating information 
is seldom a good use of meeting time.  However, circulating important information in 
advance of a meeting (in time to be useful) can greatly enhance the kind of discussion that 
meetings are meant to foster. 
 
A well-thought out agenda is your primary tool for designing and leading a productive 
meeting (See SAMPLE AGENDA TEMPLATE).  Depending upon the size and complexity of 
the meeting, there will be many additional details to include in your preparations.  (See 
Scheduling Meetings CHECKLIST.)    
 
Focus 
The meeting leader or facilitator can make a huge difference in a group's productivity by 
taking a few actions to maximize the group's time together, such as starting on time, 
reviewing the purpose of the meeting and the agenda, keeping the discussion focused on 
agenda items, helping the group come to decisions, and summarizing decisions at the end 
of the meeting.  Sometimes, helping participants work together to set guidelines for how the 
group will function can minimize confusion, disruptions, and conflicts that take away from 
the real work of the meeting.  A timekeeper and a recorder can also be important roles that 
can be filled by members of the group. 
 
Even with the best preparation, a meeting can “stall” and become unproductive.  In that 
case, one of the following techniques can get everyone back on track: 

 Restate the question at hand or the goals of the meeting 
 Ask for data to support various points of view – don’t rely on “common knowledge” 
 Summarize what has already been accomplished or agreed to 
 Ask participants to express in writing (without talking) what they feel is most important 

of the points being made 
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 Take a break for 5 minutes 
 Try to separate causes from effects – ask what issues “drive” the others 
 Ask for a new approach – let the participants be responsible for getting things moving 
 Prioritize items with stickers or check marks and deal only with high-scoring items 

 
Occasionally, one or two members of a group dominate the discussion. This form of 
unproductive participation requires special handling.  Techniques for dealing with “meeting 
dominators” can encourage equal participation by all members: 

 Structure the discussion rather than just asking “What do you think?” 
o What do you see as a strength of this proposal?  
o What causes you concern? What did we miss?” 

 Creating a visual record discourages rehashing. 
 Move across the room and ask for comments only from those who haven’t yet 

spoken.  
 Incorporate small group work whenever possible to ensure that even quiet people 

have a chance to discuss their ideas in a smaller, less threatening situation. 
 A “ticket to talk” can be effective if the group really wants even participation. 
 Participants may agree to slide the “evil star” over to people who interrupt others or 

start evaluating during a brainstorming session. 
 Ask participants to bring up only new topics that have not been covered yet in view of 

the time remaining. 
 
Follow-Up 
What you do after the meeting can be just as important to a successful meeting as your 
preparations ahead of time and what you do during the meeting.  First, ensure that minutes 
of the meeting are produced and promptly distributed via email to all members of the group, 
including guests who attended the meeting.  (See MEETING MINUTES Template.) 
 
All documentation of the group’s work (agendas, minutes, supporting data, etc.) should be 
kept in a single, easy to find, location to facilitate future reference.  These records can be 
checked when questions arise about past decisions or actions. It is discouraging to 
committee or group members to rehash prior discussions or decisions because of poor 
record keeping. 
 
Often people need a gentle nudge to remind them about completing action items.  This can 
be accomplished by an e-mail or phone call to check whether action is taking place as 
agreed.  Not checking may send a message that not much action is really expected, yet the 
group’s progress will be limited if tasks are not completed between meetings. 
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Sample Agenda Template 

 

Staff Meeting  
 

Date:                    ________________________ 
Start/End Time:  ________________________ 
Location:             ________________________ 
 

Purpose of Meeting: Explains why the meeting is being held and what will be 
accomplished. 

Note Taker: Documents the key points raised and decisions made and circulates 
written minutes to participants immediately following the meeting. 

Time Keeper: Informs the group when an agenda item is taking longer than 
planned so that the group can determine whether to adjust the 
agenda or move to the next item.  

Attendees: Actively participate in the meeting, perform assigned tasks outside of 
meetings in the time frame assigned, read background materials, 
and otherwise prepare in advance to contribute to a productive 
meeting.  
 

Unable to Attend: Send input on discussion items to the group leader in advance of the 
meeting, perform assigned tasks outside of meetings in the time 
frame assigned, and get updated on the meeting’s outcomes.   

 

----- AGENDA --- 

AGENDA ITEM WHO AMOUNT 
OF TIME 

Describe agenda items in action terms (e.g., Review plans for XYZ) 
that focus the group's work toward achieving desired outcomes.  
Assign a time limit and someone to lead discussion of each item. 

  

 

 
ACTION ITEMS: 

PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

 

DEADLINE 

Record who is responsible for what follow-up action and by 
when.  

 

  

NEXT MEETING WILL BE: 

Set the next meeting while everyone is in the room and can check their calendars, rather 
than relying on someone making multiple contacts to firm up a date. 
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 Key attendees 
 Length of meeting 
 Location of meeting 
 By when; time frame 
 Type of meeting (faculty; Ad Hoc, staff) 
 Aim of meeting/Topic 
 Consider Time Zones 

 -------------------- 

 Room Set Up 
 A/V Equipment 
 Agenda 
 Handouts (send beforehand) 
 Flip chart 
 Post-its 
 Tape 
 Markers 
 Food 
 Parking 
 Mailing Labels 
 Name Tags 
 Table Tents 
 Roster 

 ------------------- 

 E-mail reminder (week/few days before) 
 Handouts for day of meeting 
 Day of: Preview room set-up 
 Attend all/beginning of meeting 
 
Other _________________ 
______________________ 
_________________________

Meeting Logistics 

CHECK LIST 
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Responsibilities of the Meeting Chair 
  
 BEFORE THE MEETING 

 Be clear on purpose and aims 
 

 Create the agenda 
 

 Schedule the meeting 
 

 Ensure that agenda is posted and sent out 
 

 Ensure that appropriate supporting information is circulated in time to be useful 
 

 Ensure that room arrangements (including refreshments) are made 
 

 Arrange for recorder and supplies (such as flip chart, markers, etc.) 
 

 DURING THE MEETING 

 Start meeting on time 
 
 Ensure quorum (if required) 
 
 Review agenda 
 
 Keep discussion focused on agenda items 
 
 Encourage full participation 
 
 Help group come to decisions 
 
 Summarize decisions 
 
 Agree on action plan: point person and what needs to be done by whom by when 
 
 Draft agenda for next meeting(s) 
 
 Evaluate meeting 

 

 AFTER THE MEETING 

 Ensure that minutes are produced and promptly distributed, including to guests. 
 
 Ensure that agenda, minutes and meeting and supporting documents are kept 

together and archived as required. 
 
 Check to ensure that action is taking place as agreed.      
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8 Ways to Jump-Start a Stalled Meeting 

 
1. Go back to the question at hand or goals of the meeting. Restate. 

2. Ask if there are data to support various points of view (Common knowledge is 
notoriously unreliable.) 

3. Summarize what has already been accomplished or agreed to. 

4. Try a non-verbal activity – ask people to write (without talking) what they feel is 
most important of the points being made. 

5. Take a break for 5 minutes. 

6. Try to separate causes from effects. Ask what issues “drive” the others? 

7. Ask for a new approach – let the members be responsible for getting things 
moving. 

8. Prioritize items with stickers or check marks and deal only with high-scoring items. 

 


